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                Welcome to Einstein11Plus, specialists in 11+ tuition. Please click on any of our products to finds out more information

            

            
                
                
                    

                
                    
                        
                        
                
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                     11+ Learning Platform

                                    Flexible, subscription packages to our learning website for unlimited online  educational resources in all the key areas of the 11 plus exam. Register for a 7 day free trial today

                                

                            


                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        
                                    

                                     Weekly Classroom Tuition 

                                    Weekly classroom-based tuition by qualified teachers, who have the knowledge and expertise to prepare and support students to achieve success, in the  grammar school exams

                                

                            


                           
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                    
                                                
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                     Intensive Courses

                                    Our intensive courses provide focused revision to boost 11+ learning and help maximise results. Students  are taught essential knowledge, skills and techniques to enable them to tackle key 11+  questions  quickly and effectively

                                

                            


                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                     Mock Exams

                                    Our highly popular mock exams are designed to replicate the examinations as closely as possible, therefore providing students with an advantage by allowing them to practice taking exams under time pressure. Detailed feedback is provided
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                Our Services

                At Einstein11plus we offer a wide range of services all specifically designed to prepare your child for the grammar school entrance tests and beyond. Click on the icons below to find out more. 
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                        Our intensive courses provide focused revision to boost 11+ learning and help maximise results. Students  are taught essential knowledge, skills and techniques to enable them to tackle key 11+  questions  quickly and effectively

                    

                


                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        
                                    
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        
                                    
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        
                                    
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        
                                    
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        
                                    
                                

                            

                        

                         Services For Tutors

                        We provide a range of services for  tutors, from providing a bespoke learning website, with your own branding, to offering a partnership in our mock exams. We also offer an excellent opportunity to set up your own successful 11+ tuition centre  with our expert  advice and support

                    

                


            

        

    

    
        
            
                TESTIMONIALS

                 At EinsteinllPlus it has always been our aim to build strong math's and English skills and a genuine love for learning in our pupils, rather than working to pass a test. We believe that the confidence we instill in our pupils will continue to serve them throughout secondary school and beyond.    
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                    Shazia Naguthney

                    Parents

                    Thank you to the entire team for prepping my son for his grammar school tests. He has made so much progress over the year & was well prepared for both tests over the last couple of weeks. The mock exams he did throughout the last few months were an excellent ‘taster’ of what he would be facing. 
Thank you again! I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend you to anybody looking for tutors. 😊
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                    A huge thank you to the Einstein11plus team for the recent 11+ intensive sessions you put together. The sessions massively helped my daughter to focus on specific topic areas and work on exam techniques. The intensives were really well organised and a great way to build confidence as the exam draws closer. Would definitely recommend these intensive sessions to others who just want to give their child that final boost. Thank you again for all the support you have given us throughout the last couple of years.
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                    Clare Creighton

                    Parents

                    Choosing a tutor for our daughters 11+ preparation was a daunting task, but Einstein11plus was by far the best choice we could have made. 
From day one the pupils (and parents) were made to feel at ease with each learning process with guidance and encouragement throughout. 
 The teachers were always on hand for advice and reassurance, with a gentle hug now and again for those mini meltdowns.  The mock exams were spot on for practice and very accurate benchmarks. The intensives really gave us a huge push too.
I would recommend Sania and her team  to anyone putting their child through the 11+ exam and will definitely be back in the future with my son. 
Thanks again to all the team for helping our Daughter achieve such an amazing result x
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                    Katie Roberts

                    Parents

                    The Einstein11plus teachers from day one, created a lovely atmosphere with a ‘family feel’ to what is a daunting/unknown journey for both parents and children. They approach each new topic at the right level ensuring the children are challenged but feel happy in their learning environment. 
Parents are kept regularly up to date, which in the later months is most welcome the closer the exam date gets! 
From choosing the right practice materials to calming last minute nerves we have felt expertly advised and totally supported along the way. 
This small group environment is one that I would highly recommend for anyone considering 11+ tuition. 
Thank you Both for all your hard work and support!
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                    Tracey Dore

                    Parents

                    Einstein11plus tuition has been an absolute wonderful experience for us.  The teachers don't just tutor your child, but they really do genuinely care about them aswell.  Their caring and nurturing teaching style helped our daughter enormously with the demands the 11+ can place on a child.  She would always return home from her lesson smiling, happy and re-charged for the week ahead.  Having previously sent her to a different tutor I don't believe we would have had the same positive outcome if she had stayed with them.

Einstein11plus has been a real God-send, and i am eternally grateful for this tuition group it is second to none!!  I highly recommend you use this group if you need a high standard of good quality teaching with a caring approach.
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                    Rozy minor

                    Parents

                    Absolutely fantastic team of people. Very passionate about what they do and provide an outstanding service which feels very personal. The tuition, mocks and intensives are extremely good value for money. The tutors go above and beyond in every way. I would highly recommend using them as they are very professional and deliver high quality results.
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                    Ambreen Zahid

                    Parents

                    I had previously tried several tutors for my son including a well established company, but felt that progress was very slow and he frequently came home with homework which included new concepts that he hadn't been taught. He was becoming increasingly demotivated and after doing some practice papers in the December of year 5 I too was very alarmed and at the point of giving up. It was then that I took him to Sania who worked with him in a small group and I immediately noticed a difference in the way my son engaged with his studies and his homework. The main difference was that lessons were actually taught by qualified teachers who understood each child's learning needs. My son is now in year 9 at Bishop Vesey and he is thriving, I really believe that the tuition he received helped him to build a strong foundation for secondary school and not just to pass a test. I would recommend Einstein11plus without hesitation.
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                    Emma Winmill

                    Parents

                    I went into the process unsure of how my daughter would cope with the pressure of the 11+. She really wanted to sit the test but I kept questioning myself: are we doing the right thing? What if this process lowers her confidence? I can honestly say that Sania and the team have been incredible tutors in that they have always sought to look out for her and ensure that she is calm and cared for. When she has felt under pressure I have always known that they will listen to her and give helpful advice and support. My daughter has learnt so much this year, and when she went into the test I felt that she was armed with the tools and knowledge to do the best that she could do. Thank you so much for all your hard work. I know foundations in learning have been built this year that will stand my daughter in good stead as she moves into secondary school.
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                    Hong Feng Sun

                    Parents

                    The course is extremely useful and professionally taught. My son was very well prepared for 11plus exam. The tutors are very experienced and helpful with all aspects of the work involved. Including mocks intensives and general information too. This is a very professional and friendly service where each child is valued.

                





            


        

    

	
	  

		
		
		  
			If you would like us to email you a 10% discount code for our online learning platform. Proven to help improve speed, accuracy and test scores.
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        Instructions to Select a Subscription

      
	  
	  
									
				
					
							Please click on the number of children and then click on the number of months to get a price for the choosen package
	If you choose a 3, 6 , 9or 12 month subscription, you will have immediate access and only one payment is taken from your card.
	When a subscription expires, all pupils will become inactive, but no test data will be lost. A new subscription can be used to reactivate an inactive pupil.


						Help - which subscription do I need?					
					

				

			

	  
	  
	

  


	


	
	
	
	
		
	

	
    

